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VISUAL MANUAL
It is not the critic who counts; not the man who points out how the strong
man stumbles, or where the doer of deeds could have done them better.
The credit belongs to the man who is actually in the arena, whose face is
marred by dust and sweat and blood; who strives valiantly; who errs, who
comes short again and again, because there is no effort without error and
shortcoming; but who does actually strive to do the deeds; who knows
great enthusiasms, the great devotions; who spends himself in a worthy
cause; who at the best knows in the end the triumph of high achievement,
and who at the worst, if he fails, at least fails while daring greatly, so that
his place shall never be with those cold and timid souls who neither know
victory nor defeat.
– Theodore Roosevelt, “Citizenship in a Republic”

Visual Manual
With the changes that come at the onset of a marching season, we hope this guide
will prove to be an invaluable tool throughout the season. To make the most out of this
manual, execute the described visual maneuvers and positions as you read, taking notes
along the way. While the final checklist is a guide for section leaders, you should also
use this mental checklist every time you are in a marching band setting.
Basic Posture

When holding or not marking time, feet should be in 1st position (45 degree angle
w/toes, or a 'V' position).

Always stand with 4 points of alignment (ankle bones, hips, shoulders, ears) and the
point of balance (balls of feet).

On the move

When taking any step, lead with the center of body (sternum), immediately transferring
weight. Engage the core muscles (abs and lower back) to maintain balance.

Stab (toe lead, or tondeau) into any close/hold at a 45 degree angle.

Focus on keeping feet in parallel tracks (think skis, or railroad tracks) for both forward
and backward marching.

Forwards Technique
Always start with left foot.
Engage the calf muscles to raise your toes.
Lead with your toes (not with the knee – this prevents excessive knee bend/motion).
Take fluid steps with a slightly bent knee (hybrid system).
Break down into 16th notes, focusing on keeping the heel low to the ground; feet will
cross on the "and" (do this for backwards marching, as well).
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Backwards Technique

Stay on the platform the entire time (heels roughly 1” off ground – same platform for
marking time).
Knees will be slightly bent (same as forwards march).
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Direction Change Rule

If change of direction is greater than, or equal to 45°, point the toe into the direction of
travel, splitting the angle of change.
If the change of direction is less than 45°, roll through
Mark-Time
Feet in parallel position (heels & toes together).
Heels come 1 inch off the ground (same as platform for backward marching).
Step-Outs
Prep -> motion -> shift
Left foot goes forwards/backwards/left/right (push off the right platform)
Use the proper marching technique and transfer weight, but do not roll through.

Horn Carriage
Section Leaders will define each instrument section’s horn carriage
All instruments should be directed in the horizontal axes towards the “box”, no higher
than 10° lift in vertical axes unless otherwise instructed.
Arms at 45° for all instruments
Brass: hands in a "C" shape, as if holding a tennis ball; palms will not touch your
instrument in carry in playing positions.
Project your energy and upper body upwards (towards where the audience will be)
Parade Rest

Standby

Carry

Carry, cont.

Carry, cont.

Playing Position

Playing Position, cont.

Playing Position, cont.

Rehearsal Technique
Plus 1/Minus 1: When running drill segments, minus 1 is used to place your body in the
position from the previous set, to practice the transition and momentum change
(usually, your right foot will be move into this position). Plus 1 is used to place your
body in the direction of the next drill move, to practice the transition and momentum
change (usually, your left foot will be move into this position). Plus 1/Minus 1 is an
effective tool to “connect the dots” and practice momentum shifts, direction changes,
and step-size changes. When engaging Plus 1/Minus 1, it is important to transfer your
weight as if marching the next, or previous, drill set.
“Standby” – All is quiet on the field (staff included); Drum Majors give instructions.
“Set” – All instruments, flags/weapons go to performance position; assume Minus 1.
Drum Majors conduct drill segment.
“Check and Adjust” – Freeze in Minus 1 immediately after segment is complete and
check your position (only go to Plus 1 if instructed to do so). Once the “Adjust”
command is given, adjust your position and alignment.
Drill Exercises Examples
Eights: Forward 8, Back 8, Forward 8 [close] (vocalize all counts, as well as "point,
close" on counts 8 & 1; after counting is comfortable, play long tones during the
exercise).
Satellites: Forward 8 (turn L on 123), Back 8 (turn forward on 123), Forward 8 (turn R
on 123), Back 8 (turn forward on 123), place into the close.
Forward Left Box Drill: Forward 8, Left 8, Back 8, Right 8 [close]. Pay close attention
to your slide technique (hips, shoulder angles) and straight pathways.
Forward Right Box Drill: Forward 8, Right 8, Back 8, Left 8 [close].
Backward Left Box Drill: Back 8, Left 8, Forward 8, Right 8 [close].

Backward Right Box Drill: Back 8, Right 8, Forward 8, Left 8 [close].
Circle Drill: Begin in a circle. Back 8, Left 8, Right 16, Left 8, Forward 8 [close]. The
key to this exercise is for the circle to stay symmetrical throughout the entire drill.
Conditioning
This year’s show is fast-paced and physically demanding. As such, conditioning is
necessary for injury prevention. When engaging in physical activity, it is imperative that
a procedure similar to the one below is followed. Many sports-related injuries occur
after conditioning, when stretching procedures are neglected.
Example:
Warm-up: 1 lap around the field, 25 jumping jacks, glute kicks
Conditioning: high knees, glute kicks, Heisman’s, c-sits, a-sits, power jacks, mummy
kicks, mountain climbers, reverse swim, leg lifts
Drill Reading 101
When looking at a drill chart from the viewpoint of the front sideline:
•

Side 1 is the left side of the field

•

Side 2 is the right side of the field
o 50 yard line is the diving point

On a drill coordinate sheet:
•

“Behind Hash” means away from the front side line

•

“In Front of the Hash” means towards the front side line

•

Front Hash (aka Home Hash) – large horizontal mark towards front of
field, dividing the field into 1/3rds

•

Back Hash (aka Visitor Hash) – large horizontal mark towards back of
field, dividing the field into 1/3rds.

•

“Inside” means towards the 50 yard line

•

“Outside” means away from the 50 yard line

On our practice field, there are small red tick marks denoting every four (8-5) steps,
front to back.

Visual Checklist
Define and Refine
 Feet
 Parallel
 1st Position
 2nd Position
 4 Points of Alignment
 Ankle Bones: weight distributed evenly across both feet
 Knees: straight, not bent
 Hips: tucked under ribs
 Shoulders: relaxed
 Head: chin in conversational position
 Balance Point
 Weight centered over balls of feet
 Hands: relaxed fist, middle fingers on seams of pants
 Slides
 Feet: 0°
 Hips: 30°
 Chest: 60°
 Shoulders: 90°
 Horn Carriage
 Standby
 Parade Rest
 Attention
 Horns Up

